Deploying and stowing the Haswing motor is a very simple process particularly on centre console boats /Ike Arnie's.

console, this was no problem at
all - we could simply walk to the
front of the boat to deploy it or
change its depth. On conventional
boats with cabins, however, this
process could be a little niggly,
depending on the accessibility of
the boat's bow.
Once in the water, there were
no operational difficulties. There
are two ways to control the motor,
and Arnie makes use of both. A
remote hangs around his neck
which gives him the ability to
control the basic functions of the
motor: thrust and direction. You'll
also see him regularly holding a
phone in his hand and making
use of the Helmsman App. This
app, compatible with Android and
Apple, has GPS and is integrated
with online maps, which allows
the user to record their routes,
spot-lock (keep the boat in the
same position) and navigate to
waypoints.
While the above features
weren't particularly necessary
as we drifted past Waiheke,
casting soft-baits over the
sand, they came into their own
when we made the decision to

check out a mussel farm. As
we approached the farm, Arnie
killed the outboard and deployed
the Haswing motor. We coasted
silently into the maze of buoys
and ropes, and spot-locked
ourselves in casting distance of
a number of dropper ropes. The
current was ripping through this
area and the wind had picked up
to the forecast 15 knots, but we
were still able to hold our position
and cast our soft:baits and micro
jigs towards the buoys. Without
the Haswing motor, we would've
had to anchor or only fish the
farm's edges.
The day finished with a few
more drifts around Waiheke, and
I was very impressed with how
we could navigate back to the
start of our drift by only using the
Haswing, despite the reasonably
strong winds. When fishing in
8m of water, there is a huge
advantage in not having to roar
the main engine into life every
time you want to adjust your drift.
While it was a slow day on
the fishing front, the Haswing
performed well. Its 55lb of thrust
had comfortably manoeuvred the

Top: The electric motor can be controlled by a remote which hangs around the
user's neck; Middle: The sleek blacked-out design of the motor is the icing on
the cake. Bottom: Mounted on an angle, the Haswing electric motor does not
take up any valuable fishing space.

5.45m Extreme, which is at the
larger end of the weight-scale
for this motor (1250kg is the
recommended maximum boat
weight). Designed to be used
with standard 12v batteries, I
am told they are easy to install something I might get first-hand
experience with before long.
It also comes with a 30-month
warranty, which is very impressive
for a motor at this price-point.
The sleek design is the icing

on the cake. Fully blacked out,
marked only by Haswing's tidy
logo, this is a good-looking motor
which will fit, or improve, the
overall aesthetic of most boats.
It may not have all the high-end
features of the more expensive
electric motors, but the Haswing
Cayman B's cost-effectiveness
and overall reliability makes it
very hard to ignore.
- Ethan Neville 0

